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BOD stands for Biochemical Oxygen Demand. Scien-
tists use this laboratory test to measure how fast oxygen is 
consumed in water. If the BOD is high, many organisms are 
present in the water, consuming the oxygen very rapidly. High 
demand occurs when large amounts of straw or decaying (rot-
ting) vegetation are in a crawfish pond. The bacteria and other 
organisms associated with decaying vegetation consume large 
amounts of oxygen. The warmer the water, the more rapidly 
oxygen is consumed. That is why the oxygen level in the pond 
often gets critically low in the autumn following flood-up.  

Crawfish and all the other organisms in the pond need 
oxygen to breathe and live. Low oxygen levels will either 
slow the growth of the young crawfish or kill them in large 
numbers. This is why we often flush water through the pond, 
especially early in the season when the weather is warm, to 
overcome the problem of high BOD and low oxygen. Cool 
and cold weather reduces the BOD so oxygen problems be-
come less of a problem in winter.  

Ponds with green, immature rice and few terrestrial 
grasses and weeds at flood-up will have the lowest BOD and 
fewest oxygen problems. Rice stubble that has re-sprouted is 
good, but if a lot of straw remains from the rice harvest, the 
BOD will be high and oxygen will be low. Ponds with “volun-
teer” terrestrial vegetation like grasses and sedges usually have 
a high BOD and low oxygen because these forages usually die 
when flooded. Rice stubble and weedy vegetation ponds tend 
to have extremely low-dissolved oxygen for days or weeks at a 
time, and this can hurt crawfish production. 

Flushing water through a pond to reduce the BOD is 
expensive, but losing crawfish because of low-dissolved oxy-
gen can be more expensive. As stated in the September 2008 
newsletter, many crawfish producers do not have adequate 
pumping capacity to flush water quickly enough to effectively 
reduce the BOD and alleviate oxygen problems. If you do 
have adequate flushing capacity, the cost of putting oxygen in 
the pond is determined by the quality of the water you have 
to work with and the efficiency of your pumping system. The 
important thing to focus on is putting oxygen in the pond, 
not just water. If, for example, canal water has less than 1 part 
per million (ppm) of dissolved oxygen and has a high BOD 
before entering the pond, you may be spending a lot of money 
pumping water for nothing unless you effectively aerate the 
water. Well water has no oxygen so it must be aerated prior to 
being added to the pond if it is to do any good.  

BOD – What Is It, and Why Is It Important in Crawfish Production?
After hurricanes Gustav and Ike, many bayous and canals 

had a high BOD and very low-dissolved oxygen levels as a 
result of tree leaves, grasses and organic debris that had found 
its way into the canals. Pumping surface water with a high 
BOD through an aeration screen is essential. Mixing water 
with air by passing it through an aeration screen will raise the 
dissolved oxygen level to an acceptable level of 5 or 6 ppm. 
But because of the high BOD of the surface water from all the 
organic debris it contains, the oxygen in water you just added 
can drop rapidly to critical levels in just a few days regardless 
of what type of vegetation is in the field. Even though ground 
water (well water) has no oxygen, because it has so little 
organic material in it, it has a BOD that is near zero. Aerating 
well water can raise oxygen levels to over 7 ppm, but more im-
portantly, because of the well water’s low BOD, it will retain 
the oxygen for a longer time as it is flushed through the pond. 
Of course, how long it retains the oxygen will depend on the 
type and amount of vegetation and the water temperature.  

Aeration screens used to aerate your source water don’t 
have to be pretty, but to be effective they have to break the 
water into tiny droplets to absorb oxygen from the air. Water 
that is pushed through a pipe and out a riser without be-
ing broken up into tiny droplets picks up very little oxygen. 
Splashing water on tractor tires, cans, concrete piles or old 
crawfish traps around the water discharge usually adds little 
oxygen to the water, so you are spending money on fuel or 

Aeration screen or tower.  Note how water is broken into fine droplets.
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electricity but not getting full benefit from it. Discharging  
either surface water or well water over a properly designed 
and constructed aeration screen will nearly saturate the water 
with oxygen and give you the most oxygen for your pumping 
dollar.   

Trash fish, such as bullhead, catfish and bream can eat a 
tremendous number of hatchling crawfish if they get into the 
pond in the fall.  If you are pumping from surface water, put 
a fence on the top of the aeration screen to filter out the trash 
fish.  If you need plans for a properly designed aeration screen, 
contact us and we’ll send you specifications.  

Trapping Guidelines – 
Trap Density and Spacing

Now is a good time to review basic trapping guide-
lines in preparation for the upcoming harvest season. First, 
you will need to establish harvesting rows (lanes) for your 
traps. The table to the right gives you the spacing in feet 
between rows and between traps to obtain the desired 
number of traps per acre. For example, for 15 traps per acre, 
distance between rows should be about 50 feet, and distance 
between traps in the row should be about 60 feet. Or, alter-
natively, you could space your rows at 60-feet intervals and 
place your traps at 40-foot intervals.  

We recommend 18 to 22 traps per acre for high-craw-
fish-density ponds.  High-crawfish-density ponds are usu-
ally those in which the pond is managed solely for crawfish 
(crawfish monocropping) year after year.  

Distribute 10 to 15 traps per acre for low-crawfish-
density ponds. Low-density-crawfish ponds are usually new 
ponds or those in which crawfish are not grown in the same 
field year after year, such as is practiced in rice-crawfish-field 
rotational systems.   

Dip-Net Sampling 
Your Crawfish Population

A useful tool to assist you in monitoring the success of 
reproduction and the presence of juvenile crawfish in your 
ponds is the dip net (with 1/8-inch mesh openings or small-
er). Usually 10 to 20 dips or sweeps pulled quickly across the 
pond bottom is usually enough for a good population assess-
ment in most ponds. You’ll usually tend to find more crawfish 
in patches of vegetation along the levee. Try not to dip in areas 
where the grass is so thick that you cannot effectively pull the 
net along the bottom.  The net is usually selective for small 
crawfish, which is OK because we are looking for evidence of 
successful reproduction with this procedure.   

You will usually get your best assessment of the success 
of crawfish reproduction 1 to 2 months after your pond is 
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flooded, or several weeks after a substantial rainfall if drought 
follows the flood-up.  This allows sufficient time for females 
to emerge from burrows and for young hatchlings to leave the 
female and distribute themselves throughout the pond.  Do 
not be immediately concerned if you are not catching small 
crawfish shortly after flood-up because many females may not 
have emerged and the distribution of those juveniles that have 
emerged is patchy – you just may not catch them. Crawfish 
are more active at night, particularly when the water is clear, 
so if you not catching young crawfish with your net during the 
day, try dip-netting your pond after dark. Be sure to look care-
fully in the net – very small crawfish are easily overlooked.  

 Distance Between Distance Between
 Rows (feet) Traps (feet) Traps/Acre 

 40 30 36

 40 40 27

 40 50 22

 40 60 18

 50 40 22

 50 50 17

 50 60 15

 60 30 24

 60 40 18

 60 50 15

 60 60 12

 70 30 21

 70 40 16

 70 50 12

 70 60 10

Trap Density and Spacing
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Crawfish Biology

Frequently Asked 
Questions

Population Dynamics
Unlike agricultural ventures where known amounts of 

seeds are planted, or cows and calves are released in a pasture, 
crawfish aquaculture relies on natural recruitment (reproduc-
tion) from mature females (either stocked or already present) 
to populate the pond. Crawfish density is mainly influenced 
by biological and environmental factors, over some of which 
you, as a producer, have little or no control.  A successful 
crawfish crop will ultimately depend on survival and success-
ful reproduction by the females in the burrows and survival of 
the offspring after emergence from burrows. Because you have 
so little control over what happens to crawfish while in the 
burrow, population densities of crawfish after flood-up often 
vary widely between ponds on a farm, between farms and on 
the same farm from year to year.  

Population density and population structure are probably 
the most elusive aspects of crawfish production. Extended 
reproduction periods and the presence of carryover crawfish 
from the previous season often result in several size or age 
groups of crawfish being present in a pond at any given time. 
These various size and age groups of crawfish are what make 
up the population structure.

Good crawfish yield that is sustained over several months 
requires having several or more age groups of crawfish. 

Question: Will harvesting mature crawfish early in the 
season (Nov., Dec., Jan.) hurt the catch later in spring, or 
should the mature females be thrown back, or should harvest-
ing be delayed? 

Answer:  In most cases, the answer will be no to all three 
parts of the question. Early harvesting will not hurt your 
spring catch. Harvesting decisions early in the season should 
be based primarily on current marketing and financial condi-
tions and not reproduction. To begin with, well-established 
ponds (ponds with adequate production the previous sea-
son) will usually have ample, or, in some cases, too much 
reproduction; therefore, encouragement of more offspring 
will not necessarily result in higher yields. Often it results in 
smaller crawfish and increases the difficulty in marketing your 
product.  Second, trap harvesting is surprisingly inefficient, 
especially early in the season, and, therefore, the small per-
centage of mature females caught in traps will probably make 
little difference in affecting later recruitment of juveniles that 
contribute to the spring crop. Third, research has shown that 

How often should you sample with a dip net?  Once every 
3 or 4 weeks following flood-up should be adequate. What 
you are hoping to find is at least some small crawfish in the 
sample, but don’t necessarily expect to find crawfish in every 
sweep. If, on average, you find 2 to 4 different size groups 
of juveniles 1 to 2 months after flood-up, that’s usually an 
ideal situation because you have staggered recruitment. It is 
difficult to predict yield and harvest size from the number of 
crawfish caught in a dip net, however; the dip net is a bet-
ter tool for verifying whether you had successful reproduc-
tion. Nevertheless, we have documented yields of 800-1,000 
pounds per acre harvested in experimental ponds with an 
average December dip-net sweep counts of one-fourth to 
one crawfish per sweep. As in any ag business it’s a good idea 
to write down your observation for each pond and compare 
these observations to your yield at the end of the production 
season. Over time, it may provide you some basis for predict-
ing yield on your individual farming operation.   

Although many different types of nets are available, we 
like the Model 270-F-12 sold by Ed Cummings Inc., 2305 
Branch Road, Flint, Michigan 48506 (1-888-566-6387). This 
net stands up to vigorous use. It has a 42-inch wooden handle 
and a 10- x 12-inch frame. The 12-inch-deep net is made 
from 1/16-inch netting, which will catch the smallest craw-
fish. The nets cost about $26 each.   

Females with mature eggs (yellow, orange, tan and brown) in 
May or June may produce several age classes of juveniles from 
October to December. If all goes well, these juveniles, when 
they grow to harvestable size, contribute heavily, along with 
holdovers from the previous season, to an early crop. If low 
oxygen kills many of these juveniles, you should expect a late 
crop. If most of your crawfish were immature at spring drain 
down, you could also expect a late crawfish crop the following 
season. Immature females that burrow in May and June may 
not produce juveniles that start showing up in the dip-net 
sweeps until the winter or spring.  These juveniles contribute 
heavily to the “late” crop. 

Population dynamics in crawfish populations are very 
complex, and there is still much to learn on this subject. We’ll 
discuss more of this subject in future newsletters.
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Additional information on crawfish aquaculture is avail-
able on the LSU AgCenter Web site at 

www.lsuagcenter.com/en/crops_livestock/aquaculture/crawfish

To receive the online full-color version of “Crawfish News” 
send an e-mail to rdjohnson@agcenter.lsu.edu with 
“SUBSCRIBE CRAWFISH NEWS” in the subject line. 
There is no need to re-subscribe to the online version if you 
already receive it. To be removed from the electronic mail-
ing list, write “UNSUBSCRIBE CRAWFISH NEWS” in 
the subject line.
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    Dr. Ross Pruitt, assistant professor, Livestock Exten-
sion Economics, joined the LSU AgCenter faculty in July. 
Ross is housed in the Department of Agricultural Economics 
and Agribusiness, on the LSU campus in Baton Rouge. Ross 
will have extension economics responsibilities with livestock 
and aquaculture, including crawfish. Ross is originally from 
western Kentucky and recently completed his Ph.D. at Okla-
homa State University. Contact him at jpruitt@agcenter.lsu.
edu  or 225-578-2719. 

The Louisiana Crawfish Farmers Association hosted the 
Crawfish ’08 EXPO on Tuesday, November 11, at the Rayne 
Civic Center, Rayne, Louisiana. More than 35 vendors were 
present, and the event had 17 sponsoring businesses and 
governmental agencies.   

mature females caught after December in baited traps usually 
do not have time to burrow, spawn, hatch and release young, 
with those young achieving harvest size by the time you are 
ready to drain your ponds. Furthermore, harvesting for first-
year ponds or ponds used in rice-crawfish field rotational 
systems where population density is often low, typically does 
not begin in earnest until after December.

Whether consideration is given to harvesting crawfish in 
well-established ponds during the fall or in new or rotational 
ponds after December, we do not recommend harvesting be 
delayed to protect mature female crawfish from the catch, or 
that mature females be thrown back into the pond to ensure 
later recruits. Again, harvesting early in the season should be 
based only on catch and marketing conditions with the goal of 
maximizing profits.
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